
DEPAUL



DePaul Armchair 
with upholstered seat and
Side Chair.

DePaul Armless 
Back Bench in cherry. 

DePaul Back Bench 
with arms in maple.

DePaul Round
X-Base Table.



DEPAUL Collection

The DePaul Collection exemplifies transitional design. Starting 

with classic, traditional design and adding a twist of contemporary, 

the DePaul Collection is one of Agati's most popular collections. 

Originally designed for the DePaul University Law Library Project, the 

collection emphasizes the inherent qualities of the wood grain, the 

elegance of the design's simplicity and the importance of craftsmanship.

Generous, vertical lines adorn a trestle base construction. DePaul tables

emphasize their stepped, vertical detail showcasing classic design with 

a modern flair. Solid wood chair and bench frames feature vertical 

back slats, side leg and double center stretchers. Chairs come in either

carved wood saddle seats or upholstered slip seats.

The DePaul Collection includes chairs, study tables, carrels, a 

variety of benches, dictionary and atlas stands, plus end panels. 

Visit www.agati.com to see more.

DePaul Study Table and Side Chair.



Side Chair Arm Chair Back Bench Back Bench with Arms

Study TableR ound Table Double Face Carrel Dictionary & Atlas Stand End Panel

Upholstered Bench

DePaul University Law Library, Chicago, IL

 AGATI is defined by versatility. Designs combine a unique blend of aesthetics and engineering,  

distinguished by their eclectic styles. Inspired by the need for furniture that is both timeless and universal,

AGATI is committed to the design and engineering of each and every piece.

Furniture built to last a lifetime means investing in the future. AGATI is dedicated to implementing sound

environmental practices such as utilizing domestic reforested lumber, as well as reusable packaging 

materials. AGATI believes in helping preserve resources at no expense to the integrity of the product 

or the satisfaction of the customer.

Celebrated for its design. Chosen for its quali ty. 
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